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Panel Will Eyeball Impoverished WSRX
by Dick Shier
Grand Valley Vice-presidents
Bruce Locssin and Ronald VanStceland have called for a twelve
member task force to look into the
future of radio at GVSC. In a
memo from Locssin and VanStceland to the members of the task
force, they arc charged to “assist
in the analysis of our options and
to make recommendations for the
future."
Dr. George Lott will serve as the
chairman of the task force. Lott is
the station manager of WGVC,
Channel 35. Among the other mem
bers are Steve Aldrich, Station Manager of WSRX, Dean Adrian
Tinsley of William James College
and Director of Student Activities
Jeff Brown.
According to Dr. Lott, the task
force will look at the present situa
tion in terms of the legal issues in
volved as well as the Colleges’ in
terest in National Public Radio.
The task force will then make
recommendations for the future to

I/icssin and VanStceiand by De
cember 5.
"I am open and impartial. In my
role as chair of this group, I intend
to maintain my impartiality,” said
Lott.
There is the possibility the
recommendations of the task force
could spell the doom of WSRX,
Grand Valley’s student-run 10-watt
station, as it exists now. According
to Lott, there may be legal reasons
why GVSC could not hold the li
cences to two radio stations at the
same time. This would prevent
WSRX from co-existinj with a Na
tional Public Radio station.
The WSRX station manager,
Steve Aldrich said the most im
portant function of the task force
will be its role as a fact finder. He
said everybody has opinions and
ideas about the future but nobody
had gone out and gotten the infor
mation needed to make any deci
sions.
The ultimate fate of WSRX at
the hands of the radio task force is
not the only problem faced by the

Boston, MA (CPS)-A Federal Com
munications Commission official told
a convention of some 300 college
radio station staffers here last week
that the days of the low-watt college
station arc numbered.
(GVSC’s 10 watt student-run sta
tion, WSRX-FM, is also affected by
new FCC regulations. A radio task
force will begin meeting this Friday
to examine the station's survival op
tions. See accompanying story.)
Loessin

VanSteeland

Aldrich

little FM station. Although the sta
tion management asked for an allo
cation of $10,000 from the Student
Senate, they were awarded less than

“We have a tremendous invest
ment in student money already
here. If that equipment is allowed
to deteriorate because we can’t af
ford maintainancc, we have a prob
lem there,” said Aldrich, lie added
“The modulation monitor is the
most expensive piece of equipment
in the station. It’s in need of repair,
and we can’t afford to have it

done.” Aldrich went on to say he
would run the station in a normal
manner. There is also the possibility
some of the costs could be covered
by underwriting the way public tele
vision programs are financed.
"I will continue to run this sta
tion in the normal manner and if
need be, when the money runs out,
that will be it,” he said.

$ 6 , 000 .

According to Aldrich, the big
gest problem the new budget will
cause is it will limit the amount of
maintainancc work the station will
lie able to do on its equipment.

Prez Confident o f Future o f Faculty-Student Governance

President Lubbers

by Steven Verburg
In a taped interview to be aired
on WSRX-FM tonight, GVSC Presi
dent Arend Lubbers expressed confi
dence in the proposed faculty senate/student senate conference com
mittee; in the potential of creating
a sexual harassment grievance pro

cedure; and in the future of student
participation in campus radio, what
ever form it may take.
Lubbers said he would be satis
fied with a "conference committee”
between the academic senate (ACAS)
and the Student Senate, “if that is
what the students want”. The con

Conference Committe
Will Link Senates
The Executive Committee of the
(faculty) Senate (ECS) ratified at its
Oct. 29 meeting the creation of a
conference committee intended to
promote discussion between the Stu
dent Senate (SS) and the All Colleges
Academic Senate (ACAS).
The new committee will have no
formal decision-making power.
The conference committee was
first approved by the SS on Oct. 24
as a reaction to ACAS’s vote earlier
this month to cxpell its student
members. While approving the pro
posed committee, the SS decided to
allow ECS to determine "the de
tails.”
Three SS cabinet officers present
ed the committee proposal to ECS
After the acceptance of the proposal,
and after the three SS members had
left the meeting. ECS member Don
Williams said “We’re creating another
one of those crazy forms without

substance.”
Williams, former chair of ECS/
ACAS, had supported the ouster of
students from that body. He and
two other ECS members abstained
from voting on the conference com
mittee proposal. The other two ab
stained because they disapproved of
the removal of students from ACAS.
ECS decided that the new com
mitte would include the chairs of
both the SS and ECS, who will each
appoint two additional members
from their respective bodies.
The conference committe will
“meet regularly.”
ACAS is the most powerful advis
ory group on campus. However, its
decision to recommend the removal
of its student representatives is still
being considered by President Lub
bers.
Students have held voting posi
tions in ACAS for seven years.

Days o f Low
W att Radio
M ay Be Over

ference committee proposal, ap
proved by the Student Senate and
the executive committee of ACAS
recently, would provide the two
senates with a forum for settling
differences, now that students have
been romoved from ACAS.
He said he liked the proposal
because he doesn’t “relish the
idea of making a choice” between
conflicting proposals from the stu
dent and faculty governance bodies.
He said that he had no preference
for resolving the conflict created
when students were expelled from
ACAS, but felt that the conference
committee would “be a place where
faculty and students could meet and
try to persuade each other”.
On the subject of sexual harass
ment of students by faculty, Lubbers
maintained that the Colleges would
not be intimidated by cither law
suits against the institution from
faculty or by bad publicity result
ing from public knowledge of com
plaints.
“ If there is evidence that the
Colleges have to push a case (of
sexual harassment), a threat of a
suit is not going to stop us . . .
because it you have the evidence
. . . you know you have the best
chance of winning.
Threatening
of suits docs not prevent you from
taking correct action when you know
you are right," Lubbers said.
“ If, in fact (sexual harassment)
is going on,” he continued, “then

it should be investigated and the
victims should come forth.”
“The college is not disinterested
and . . . would not try to sweep
anything under the rug. Nor would
the faculty leadership,” he said.
Lubbers said he was not con
cerned about bad publicity over
the issue because “it takes too much
energy to try to plan what you’re
going to keep from public exposure."

‘ The college is not
disinterested a n d . . .
would not try' to sweep
anything under the rug.'
Lubbers said that despite pressure
from the Federal Communications
Commission to do away with 10-watt
radio stations such as WSRX, he was
committed to student participation
in the campus media because of the
media program at William James
College
The Board of Control has rejected
a request for higher wattage for
WSRX and starting tomorrow, a task
force will begin looking into the
options for continuing the studentoperated WSRX and/or creating a
professionally-managed
National
Public Radio station here.
“ My understanding is that the
federal government is saying . . .
either do it big, reasonably big,

or don’t do it at all," Lubbers
said.
“We must have an opportunity
for students to participate in the
media” Lubbers said, though he
refused to commit himself to the
continued operation of a studentmanaged radio station.
He did indicate that he felt the
present radio facilities need to be
“upgraded” to “get a wider audience,
a bigger operation, so that more
students can participate.”
“Media on campus must be good,
and it must attempt to accomodate
all those people who want a career
in media, most importantly, and
all those who just want some exper
ience,” he said.
Lubbers admitted that “mistakes”
had been made in the administration
of a federally funded bilingual educa
tion program which resulted in
GVSC losing the funding. A federal
evaluator called GVSC’s commitment
to bilingual education, “a hoax”.
Bilingual education is “neces
sary”, Lubbers said, “but the job
hasn’t been done very well."
Lubbers also said that transporta
tion for single parents to the Day
Care Center was a possibility.
The interview, conducted in
Lubbers’ office by reporters from the
l.anthom and the WSRX news
staff will be broadcast on the "Lan
thorn Magazine Show” at 5 p.m.
tonight, on WSRX-FM, which is
located at 88.5 on the dial.

The commission adopted new
regulations last June that will force
changes in most—and the end of
some—ten-watt stations using a part
of the FM band previously reserved
for educational broadcasting. The
new FCC regulations require the
ten-watt stations to apply for at
least 100-watt power increases, or
to get off the reserved band. Edward
Perry, a consultant to many educa
tional and non-commcrical stations,
estimates that anywhere from 20-30
per cent of the stations won’t be able
to afford the power boost, or will
not apply before the January, 1980
deadline.
“We don’t want to knock any
body off the air", the FCC’s Allen
Mayers told the college broadcasters.
But many of the broadcasters felt the
FCC was effectively doing just that.
The new wattage regulations were
developed at the urging of the Corp
oration for Public Broadcasting. The
purpose was to open up some of the
crowded airspace in the 88-92 megahurtz educational band for new,
more powerful stations.
If the stations don’t apply for
power increases, they will be bumped
off the reserved educational frequen
cy and onto commercial FM fre
quencies in the 92-108 uicgaiiuiU
band. In that band, they will not be
allowed to interfere with the morepowerful existing commercial sta
tions, and will not be protected from
interference themselves.
Perry, who works with Educa
tional FM Associates, a firm that
assists more than 200 non-commerical and educational stations, est
imates that 70-80 percent of the tenwatt stations will ultimately apply
for at least 100-watt power boosts.
It will take more than an appli
cation to comply with the FCC reg
ulations. Perry estimates it will cost
each station $5-10,000 to improve
systems. John Boursey of the FCC
later told the convention the FCC
will require proof the stations can
raise the money before the agency
will grant new licenses.

(A ttitude m ost im portantB urgerm an Pickard
The second member of GVSC's
Board of Control to speak in a
Whistle Stop Series was Dr. William
S. Pickard.
Pickard spoke Oct. 29 on the issue
of quality education for women and
minorities on campus. He said, “Be
cause of the special things that have
happened to minorities in the past,
now we must have special things for
them today-particularly in higher
education." He also stressed his be
lief that "attitude is more important
than aptitude.”

i)

When responding to questions
about the student operated radio
Station WSRX, be said he would
have to look into it. In regard to
the fieldhouse he said, “I’m not big
on sports, but 1 do think it’s importtan: for overall learning in physical
education areas.”
When asked about the Minority

Students Coalition Proposal and why
it was rejected he responded, “1
haven’t even seen a copy of it yet.”
He said he had read a recent article
in the Lantbom about a proposed
ethnic center being rejected and he
immediately got on the phone and
called President Lubbers about it.
Apparently Lubbers did not present
the proposal to the Board.
Dr. Pickard, a black businessman
from Detroit was appointed to the
board in May of 1977. He is the
second black man to serve on the
Board of Control. The first was the
late Paul L. Phillips who was named
to the board by Gov. Milliken in May
1976.
Pickard has a PhD. in higher ed
ucation, and owns with two partners
• million dollar McDonald’s hambur
ger franchise, one of the largest in
the nation.
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The ‘New’ Ugly American....

Birth Control at Half Price
(Unsterilized of Course)

Starving Student Radio
Rag and bones budget.
Rag and bones radio at GVSC.
Broadening the trend of “disenfranchising the disenfranchised" launch
ed by the expulsion of students from ACAS, the Student Senate’s neglect
of student-run WSRX is a campus disgrace.
This year WSRX will be tossed a trifling $6,040 out of $50,000 in stu
dent activities funds administered by the Student Senate Allocations Com
mittee. Last year the station received approximately $10,000. In 1977-78
the allocation exceeded $12,000.
Current WSRX station manager Steve Aldrich says that he needs "a
basic minimum of $7,500" to maintain the present level of air quality
“They’ve removed my engineering budget,” he says, and reminds us that
much of the "X’”s equipment is now very old.
This year’s big budget winner was the Student Senate Programming
Committe raking in around $22,250; snatching a sizable sum formerly
reserved for Grand Valley's starving student media. Other student organ
izations, including the Lanthorn, are also financed by the now-depleted
Allocations Fund.
And despite inflation, the total amount of money available for all stu
dent activities has declined, with enrollment, from nearly $60,000 to just
over $50,000 since 1976.
But WSRX, now undergoing intense administrative scrutiny over its
future, is in far worse condition. Recent FCC rules undermining the rights
of 10-watt stations to permanent frequencies of their own have caused the
creation of a task force to examine the direction that Grand Valley radio
should take.
With so little support shown by the Student Senate-our very own organ
of authority(?)-at such a crucial time, it’s agonizing to guess just how
much autonomy the new administration task force will recommend that
students have in the projected operation of the station.
Perhaps the task force will recommend a moderate power increase to
100 or 1,000 watts; Levels at which a strictly student staffed and funded
station could be maintained, if the Student Senate would assist.
Perhaps the administration will pay for a massive boost to 50,000
watts; provide complete funding for future operation of the station, and
keep students on as secretaries or production assistants.
Or perhaps the “X” will be left as it
ling, permanently consigned to scan the
ment and finally its sound resembling
Valley’s soul in the institution’s secret
heart."

is; an underfunded 10 watt weak
band for a solid home, its equip
the discarded remains of Grand
"foul rag and bone shop of the

Defining Liberal Ed.
GVSC’s critics often focus on the "task-force mentality” prevalent
here. Task forces, they insist, are vehicles for absorbing dissent, delay
ing decisions, and for legitimizing unseemly policies. Task forces offer
an ideal medium for manipulation because they can be easily stacked,
thus allowing the administration to affect the appearance of man
ifesting its (otherwise) healthy desire to rule by concensus.
Two new task forces are currently being formed. One, the Task Force
on General Education (TFGF) is not easy ~o comprehend.

Uncle Sam has achieved the ultimate in male
chauvenism with his latest policy displaying total
disregard for the safety of female human body as
long as it resides outside the continental U.S. Our
government, in confederation with U.S. drug com
panies maintains a systematic intentional double
standard for the sale of contraceptives and other
i t * products. In a copyrighted story, the current issue
of Mother Jones catalogued blatant and open sales
to foreign countries of such banned items as Tris,
the cancer causing fire retardant chemical which is
found in infant sleepwear; and IUD known as Dalkan Shields; and an injectable contraceptive
known as Dcpo-Provera. Conservative medical estimates indicate that
Dalkan Shields caused close to 200,000 cases of serious uterine infection
before being banned in the U.S., while Depo-Provcra produces such
side-effects as nodules on the breast, and cancer of the reproductive
organs.
These sales are not only allowed, but promoted by the U.S. Agency for
International Development (AID) and through the Office of Population
which has a budget of $125 million for purchasing contraceptives for
overseas distribution. This program is headed by R. T. Ravcnholt, a per
son known to be a population control enthusiast and also known to ask
few questions about dangerous products. Ravenholt, always budgetconscious, approved purchase of Dalkan Shields for international distribu
tion only after its manufacturer, A. H. Robins, offered a 48% discount
if accepted in an unsterilized condition. Ravcnholt did this despite the
fact that a major conplaint against even sterilized IUD’s is the possible
introduction of bacteria into the uterus, an organ known to be ill-equipped
to fight infection. However, since these were to be used in underdevel
oped countries by “certain population subgroups” it was deemed accept
able.
The rationale is that “population explosions, unless stopped, would

by J.A. Foote

Government Underwrites Professional Criminal
by J. A. Foote
criminals commit crimes. 1 venture
In the year of our Lord, nine
teen hundred and sixty eight-praise
to say I could have told you that for
a mere $2.5 billion.
be to Lyndon—Congress in its infin
All is not lost however, as our
ite wisdom discovered that there
was crime in America. For it was
previously ill-equipped centurions
during that year that the Omnibus
now operate shiny new vehicles
Crime Control Bill was passed, lead
that arc fully-outfitted with the
ing to the creation of the Law
latest gadgetry designed to reserve
Enforcement Assistance Administra
and protect our liberties (mace,
tion, or Lee Baby, as it is known to
bHlyclubs, defensive bullets) all
its intimates. Since its inception,
courtesy of LEAA. Amen.
LEAA has spent approximately $3
LEAA has assisted in the devel
billion and, as we all know, crime no
opment of the new college-educated
longer exists in the continental
corrections officer. Gone forever are
United States.
Following wellthe days when "Dis here alleged
established academic tradition—that
poypitratuh” (this alleged perpetra
is, employing the otherwise unem
tor) distinguished the diction of the
ployable- LEAA
has
sponsored
well-educated police officer. Now
innumerable commissions which have
they all say it. Police have even been
sired an abomination known as
taught to relax their fists while
“meaningful dialogue”, have issued
writing tickets.
volummous reports, and who now
The problem with LEAA is that
are in a position to tell us who com
it has fallen victim to an unfortunate
mits crimes.
Their conclusion,
tendency in government—to try to
which may cause shock waves
solve problems by throwing money
throughout the Republic, is that
at them indiscriminately.
This

The charge of the TFGE is threefold. Before February 1, 1980, it is
supposed to develop;

***an institutional timetable for the development in each college at
GVSC of a general education program which will satisfy these criteria
and guidelines.
It is not known if the TFGE’s three purposes are truly incompatible
with the three purposes alleged by the critics. The TFGE is being
created, according to the administration, so that Grand Valley will
"be better able to address the North Central (accreditation) Asso
ciation's emphasis on the need for better evaluations and more com
parative data.”
The TFGE may be a benign growth in the GVSC cluster college
system. It may produce new slogans (one faculty member remarked that
“this major new task force on general education will be the tool with
which we find the kernel, at the root of liberal education”). It may be
a real means of expanding the liberal component of GVSC, always under
attack from cost-efficient, career-oriented concerns. Or it may be a
device for dismantling further the liberal arts just as TJC was “pre
served and strengthened" before it was destroyed.
We will watch with great interest.

policy has manifested itself in the
well-meaning but ill-conceived “War
on Poverty” and other social pro
grams.
I would like to suggest an alterna
tive approach to the elimination of
crime in the U.S. which borrows
from another established policy. As
we all know, the Department of
Agriculture sponsors a program
whereby certain farmers are paid not
to plant crops.
I would suggest
LEAA adapt such a policy to its
unique needs. Why not pay criminals
not to commit crime?
We could set up a national crim
inal registration program that would
rate criminals and their compensa
tion according to ability. A petty
thief would earn $200/week, whereas
a murderer would earn $500 - $1,000
per week depending on his resume.
Bonus points could be earned if the
individual promised not to commit
two or more crimes per week as
opposed to the normally allotted

ave-rage of not committing one crime
per week. The government could
set up retraining programs so that the
aspiring criminal could improve his
competence in his chosen field and
thus improve his rate of pay (while
of course promising not to perform).
Studies have shown that if the
above policy were adopted it would
eliminate one of the major causes of
crime—poverty of the criminal. It
would instill in him a sense of ac
complishment in his chosen profes
sion. And, most importantly: it
would probably work.
Estimates show that all criminals
in the U.S. could be adequately
compensated
with a minimum
annual salary of $10,000 at a cost
of approximately half of what LEAA
spends to fund its various and sundry
commissions. The only real question
remaining is whether or not members
of Congress should be included
among the criminals drawing pay
from the program.

Letters

• • • a definition of the liberally-educated peibun.
•••criteria and guidelines for the concepts, content, and skills re
quired to become a liberally-educated person, and

lead to revolution. Population control is required to maintain the nor
mal operation of U.S. commercial inti'rcsts around the world,” according
to Ravcnholt.
The carnage, in furtherance of U.S. commercial interest, is not confined
to these examples unfortunately. Other goodies include: 163,000 paci
fiers known to cause near-fatal suffocation, cardiac arrest, and brain
damage; Panalba, an antibiotic which cause: blood disease; Pbosvel, a nerve
toxin proven to attack the human body “not unlike rattlesnake venom” ;
and Chloramphenicol, a "wonder drug” that caused a minimum of 800
cases of aplastic anemia before being banned in the U.S.
Yes, the Ugly American, having been reincarnated, is alive and w ellprovided of course he doesn’t consume anything made in the U.S.A.
Population control, it seems, not only includes the prevention of future
births, but also the elimination of lives deemed non-essential to U.S.
commercial interests.

Editor,
This letter is in regard to the park
ing situation in the Ravine park
ing lot during home football games.
We are residents of the Ravines
who could not find a parking
space during the GVSC vs. Hills
dale game. We think it’s a shame
that we pay $15 00 for a parking
sticker to park in lot B, and then
find that there is no space avail
able.

The guards set up at the entrance
did no good because they didn't
bother to even check for stick
ers. All they asked was, “Are you a
resident of the Ravines?" What
dummy would say no to that
question when they could find a
closer parking spot.
It seems we have no problem park
ing on a regular school day when
there are plenty of parking spots.
Maybe next time they should
check for the parking stickers and if
a Ravine resident doesn't have
their sticker they can’t get in either
because it’s not right that some of
us have to pay and others don’t.
Thank you.
Spaceless Residents

Editor;
We, the Laker Marching
Band, were surprised at the lack of
any coverage regarding our appear
ance at the WMU-GVSC football
game. While we can understand the
problems of limited space in the
paper, we feel that our membership
(almost 100 this year) represents a
cross section of each of the Colleges
and merits some coverage. This is
especially important when it was
obvious to all that we did a good job
at Western. For our Marching Band,
only 3 years old, to be on the same
field as a Mid-American Conference
band is scary, to say the least. The
rousing standing ovation we received
indicated to us that we more than
held our own. We suggest that each
person in the audience, the most
people for whom we have performed,
now respects GVSC and realizes that
“good things are happening” here. In
addition, it would seem to us that
when the many people are involved
in an activity sponsored by the col
lege, it should be noticed by the
Lanthcrrn. The column devoted to
the KGB chicken was interesting and
informative, but we think we are as
important to the people who read
the paper as the chicken.
We hope that in the future, more
attention will be given to activities
and events such as the one last Sat
urday.
Thank You.

The Lanthorn
Steve Verburg

Mike Hubbell
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Plant Department Exposes Underground Activities
by Marty Driver
It may still be a mystery. As the
secret of the tunnels continues to
beckon curiosity, many myths have
been created.
Is it some bizarre catacomb,
entombing confidential pieces of the
Colleges’ past, or is it an emergency
escape route for administrative
V.I.P.'s? Does the fiendish Minotaur
lurk in its musty blackness? These
macabre rumors fail to scratch the
surface of even the darkest questions.

Purl Cobb (photo by John Haafke)

During efforts to quench his thirst
for adventure into the unknown, the
intrepid reporter was denied access
to the many portals which, he may
have believed, gave entrance to the
fifth dimension
Like the wise hermit at the mouth
of the cave. Purl Cobb, ex-campus
police chief, now Director of Utilities
and Repairs, warned of several
possible dangers.
“We always send two guys down
there . . . when we have to go," Cohb
stated, possibly recalling some fateful
incident, resulting in increased safety
procedures.
“The steam and
condensate system holds 75 lbs of
pressure. Ever been scalded by highpressure steam?”
The reporter shuddered in horror
as Cobb told of the 12,500 volts
running through the electrics:' loop
of the high-voltage distribution sys
tem.
This would be sufficient
voltage to toast marshmallows on a

winter evening in Antarctica, much
less fry a features writer on the trail
of a hot story somewhere under
ground in Allendale.

The tunnels meander around cam
pus, connecting with each building
and meeting at the Physical Plant
Department’s central utilities com

Section ofFieldhouse Collapsed in 1968
(Editor's note: The following ar
tide was originally printed in The
Valley View, one o f GVSC's first
student newspapers, on March IS,
1968.)
At 3:30 p.m., February 28, a
25,000 square foot section of
GVSC’s ficldhouse collapsed, and
fell 50 feet to the pround. A workworkman was seriously injured in the
mishap.
Plant Development Coordinator
Robert Fanslcr told the Valley View
last week that it was untrue that the
plan adopted for the dome had
failed elsewhere.
A construction
scheme originally prepared had been
abandoned when it was discov
ered that it had developed diffi
culties in other structures, Mr.
Fanslcr said.
While Mr. Pansier stated that

“there is no way to tell at present
exactly what the collapse of the
dome will do to our plans” , he im
plied that it was possible but hardly
probable, that the whole dome
might have to be removed.
A study by an independent en
gineering firm is now underway to
determine the cause of the dome’s
collapse and whether it will be
possible to rebuild it using the same
plans.
Meanwhile, GVSC has other prob
lems with the ficldhouse: "One of
our greatest difficulties will be to
convince people that the dome is
safe after it is completed,” Fanslcr
said.
The building was to have been
completed by May 1. No date has
been set for its completion as a re
sult of the collapse.

Honors Courses Released
Grand Valley’s new cross college
honors program has released its new
course selection for the winter term.
The honors program director, Gil
Davis, will be teaching one of the
four classes, this being an indepth
study of Classicism and Romanticism
in die fine arts and the politics of
Europe and America.
An English course taught by CAS'
professor Christine Rydel will exam
ine how archetypal patterns of myths
reappear in world literature. TJC
professor Dan Anderson and class
will study Einstein’s life and contri

butions to physics and society. A
course entitled “Theory Making in
Science”, taught byKirkhof college’s
David Berstien, will focus on the
skills required tor building scientific
theories in individual and group
behavior.
The new honors program is open
to any Grand Valley student with at
least a 3.2 grade average and letter of
recommendation from a professor.
There arc a limited amount of open
ings in these honors classes for stu
dents not in the honors program if
special permission is received before
registration.

G V Will Disclose Salaries
Lt. Governor James H. Brickley
all Michigan state colleges and univer
sities to disclose staff salaries on re
quest.
The measure, which went into
effect last Friday, follows feverish
attempts by the University of Michi
gan and Michigan Technological Uni
versity to keep their payrolls secret.
U of M defended its actions stating
that staff pay was private informa
tion and therefore not covered by
the Freedom of Information Act
which they had been charged with
violating.

DSI Offers
Tutoring
The Developmental Skills Insti
tute Campus-Wide Tutoring Center
at Grand Valley has employed many
new tutors tnis term who are quali
fied and are available and willing to
help students in many subject areas.
The center will attempt to provide
tutors for any course(s) in which
help is requested. All services ate
free of charge
The DSI office is located at 248
LHH. For additional information,
c a l ext. 451.

The signing of the bill by Brickly,
who is acting in tile absence of Gov
ernor Milliken, is especially signifi
cant to Grand Valley State Colleges.
GVSC had been requested by Grand
Rapids Press reporter Marianne
Rzepka to release salary information
of employees of the Colleges on Oct
ober 19, 1978. Rzepka received only
minimal information as GVSC claim
ed a desire to protect privacy of em
ployees.
Assistant to the president Arthur
Hills said Mondav that GVSC had no
choice any longer but to disclose
its staff salaries, and it will do so.

plex. Nearly two miles in length, the
winding man-made subterranean hall
measures 8’ wide by 8' high, yielding
passage for man, or, o r . . .
Cobb revealed less ominous
threats housed within the network,
low voltage lines carry fire alarms,
telephone extension service and the
WGVC audio-visual cable.
The
tunnel makes these functions easily
accessible for repair. " . . . but to
go nosing around down there, you
have to know whit the heck you're
doing."
In the recent past, sophomoric
thrill-seekers set out upon spelunking
expeditions only to wind up behind
bars. This may have been the extent
of the underground movement at
Grand Valley during the seventies.
But in the spirit of Woodward and
Bernstein, the reporter searched in
vain for clues to a massive cover-up
by the Plant Department, only to
find willingness to expose, in all

innocence, the very imminent dan
gers of false tunnel vision.
"If you really want to sec the
thing," Cobb offered, "wait until
there’s snow on the ground and
follow the path of green grass where
the ground thaws because of the
steam lines."
Behold and take heed of these
warnings of formidable consequence
and remain on the ground-level.
The subterranean-homesick blues'll
gctcha if ya don’t watch out.

Minimum Wage Rises
were not intended to lie re
assessed when the minimum wage is
increased.
What this amounts to for the
work-study student is that he or
she will be able to make the same
weekly wage, but will do it in fewer
hours. The change in work schedules
will amount to between mx and
seven per cent, according to Lorainc I.aug, Administrative Aid for
Student Employment. She added
that there should be no hardship
campus employers who use workstudy students on their staffs.

The minimum wage will go up
in January to $3.20 per hour. For
students receiving work-study assis
tance however, the new pay rate
will not mean more money in the
pay cnvolopc.
"Work-study awards were set at
the beginning of the year with the
knowledge that the minimum wage
would go up,” said Financial Aids
Director Ken Fridsma last Friday.
He added those awards were set
based on the costs of going to
school throughout the year and

CEC Offers Membership
Fieldhouse after dome crashed to floor. (Courtesy Valley View)
A new organization on campus
is interested in finding more mem
bers to participate in its meetings
and special events.
The Council
for Exceptional Children (CEC) is
not exactly new to Grand Valley’s
campus, but is being renewed after
several years o f inactivity.
Anyone ircerc-sted in joining the
student division of this national
organization may do so at the next
meeting. Dates of the meetings will
be posted on bulletin boards around
school and in the Clear Hooter.
Student membership dues are less
expensive thar. regular dues, at
$16.00.
For an additional cost,
members may join one of 12 sep
arate divisions (like the Division
for Children with Learning Disabil
ities) which arc devoted to a specific
area.

GVSC Runs Marathon
by Steven M. Serulla
Saturday runners from through
out the Midwest will converge
upon the Grand Valley Marathon.
The GV race is this area’s oldest
distance running event and is be
ing sponsored by Hush Puppies
Shoes, the Grand Rapids YMCA,
and Grand Valley.
This year’s 26.2 mile mara
thon will be dedicated to John

J. Porter, a pioneer in the estab
lishment of the GV run. Porter
died of cancer last August.
Included in the Event will be a
13-mile half-marathon and a
10,000-mcter (6.2 mile) run. Last
year, the marathon attracted a
total field of 1,200 and 1.500 arc
expected to take part in this
Saturday’s event.
Starting time
for all three races is 12 noon.

Hansen Elected Vice President
Curt Hansen has been elected sentative on ACAS. In the past he
Vice-president of the Student Senate. has been active in dorm councils
The Elwell, Michigan senior has been as well as campus activities. Hansen
active in student government since is also an active member of Pi Kappa
Phi, serving as their scholarship
his first year at GVSC.
A CAS student working on a chairman.
Hansen was elected at last Thurs
double major in Public Administra
tion and Sociology, Hansen is also day’s meeting of the Student Senate,
serving on the Sexual Harassment and will assume his duties immed
Task Force and as a student repre iately.

ings and possibly an occasional
special event, student members re
ceive subscriptions to Exceptional
Children and Teaching Exceptional
Children Student members also act
as hosts and receive free admission
to the yearly convention held in
Grand Rapids
Jim Yanol. a the faculty advisor
for CEC Nanette Clattcrbuck, is
the presideni Jane Ratcliff the
vice president, and Ronda Uptegraft,
the treasurer.

RESEARCH
C A N A D A ’S LAR GEST SERVICE
Sand now for i.tv s t catalog
Thousands of v -n,'«p*ri on all
subjects. Encloit $5.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES

There are many advantages to
becoming a member of this organi
zation. Besides the monthly meet

67 Yonnv S t . S u lla tS M
Toronto O ntario. Cangfla

MSE 1J8

(416) 366-6543
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Hubbell
In
The Corner

Help! I Still Need A
Halloween Costume
It’s an eerie, dark night. I look up and see the silhouette of a witch
pass in front of the moon. Someone shrieks as the old mansion's door
slams behind me I stumble on the dusty broken stair. Was it the mush
room dish I had for supper? No, it’s just the nostalgic hallowecn season
This is the time of year when we arc permitted to wear abnormal
dress. My two roommates dressed up as a devil and the Jolly Green
Giant. They won the “best dressed couple” award. I, by the way, prefer
a more original costume.
A friend of mine once dressed up as a corn field. That was a wildly
original costume. However, I need something a little more bizarre.
I can picture a great costume for everyone but myself. One of our
administrators would look just right dressed as a short mustachcd, in
famous German “leader". Confidentially, between you and me, my
editor would look grand in an asparagus costume. Others should dress
up as books of Tolkein, Saga hamburgers, or giant sweat socks.
I’ve alienated everyone, and I still must find a costume for myself.
Every year I come up with a bad custume. Two years ago I shaved off my
beard and hardly anybody noticed. Those that did see through my dis
guise, or undisguisc, said “ I liked you better with the beard." Last year
I dressed up as a hippie and everyone asked me why I didn’t wear a cos
tume.
Okay folks, it's time to become INVOLVED . All you have to do is
write down a costume suggestion for me. Drop the suggestion in the
box marked “Absurd Appearance”, by the Buzz 206 information desk
in the Campus Center. The winner will be announced in this column
next week.
I have but one last plea to my fellow students. Please suggest a
magnificent masquerade for me, or else I’ll be a social outcast. My
immediate peers will ignore me (not that!).
I’ll close by stating that if you, 'he reader, do not come up with a
good suggestion, I’ll go dressed as a brick. I’ll be doomed to wander
through the hallo ween party mumbling, "I wanna get laid.”.

Lanthorn

Arts/Entertainment

H olly Near: Full Up, Spilling O ver
by Sandy Freed and Marty Driver
"Music carries, it carresses, it models,
it trains, it educates, it mobilizes, it
calms, it motivates ”
A warm evening with Holly Near
and friends was the climax of Sun
day's An'i-Nuclcar Rally in lainsing.
The Lansing Civic Center stage be
came everybody's living room as
Near, Susan Freundlich, and J.T.
Thomas on the ivories performed
intimately for the 500-plus audience
Four women entrepreneurs called
Mellow Muse Productions (MMP)
presented the concert as one o f a
series of women’s musical promo
tions in the Lansing area. Child care
was provided.
The
Ncar-Thomas-Frcundlich
Tour for a Nuclear Free Future con
tained a strong four point message:
Halting the nuclear mentality which
allows destruction of peoples lives
being concerned only with profit;
stopping violence against women, de
veloping solidarity between nuclear
and feminist movements;and making
cultural, artistic and political aware
ness accessible to physically impaired
peoples.
Susan Freundlich is a mine per
former, expressive dancer and an in
terpreter of music for the hearing
impaired (using the American Sign
Language). Sharing center stage with
Near, Freundlich became an integral
part of the show. Her style of sign
ing and interpretive dance made for a
beautiful performance.
J.T. Thomas is an amazing pianist
with a passion for classical ragtime
music. She thrilled the audience by
performing "The Atlantic Pigeon”
and "My Initial Crush". The second
number was inspired by her ninth
grade biology teacher to whom she
wrote her first song at age 14, "Reba,
my Amoeba”.
“...it is indeed the most fascinating

thing I have ever known in my life
time. Consequently, it can be use
ful and dangerous. ”
Near sang several songs a cappella
including one about violence towards
women entitled "Fight Back” from
the "You Can Know All I Am" al
bum. This song featured inspired
expressive dancing by Freundlich.
While performing "Something
About the Women (in my life)"
Near and Freundlich engaged the
audiende in a "sign-along"; signing
out the repeating chorus line to an
awkward but sincere crowd.
Near talked about cnviromcntal
abuses such as Love Canal in New
York state where housing communi
ties built on Hooker Chemical Co’s
dumping ground have resulted in a
high still birth rate. She told another
horror story of the nuclear industry's
employment of Native Americans to
mine uranivm on reservation land.
Near made it clear that she re
fused to let the night's performance
remain mere entertainment.
She
confronted us with a lyric that asked
“...arc you involved or did you come
just for the entertainment?" By the
end, no one could’ve said they were
so uninvolvcd as to be there purely
for the show.
The entertainment was secondary
to the message of taking control of
our destiny. A major part of the
message is the need to be sensitive to
ideas and suggestions of involved
communities. Near explained the
possibility of varied interests and
concerns working together to be
come stronger. She also stated that
the feminist issue is integral to all
movements that concern themselves
with human rights and development.
Near said there was a rumor going
around that the 70’s were apathetic
and explained that they weren’t at
all. The active 70’s had women mak

ing their mark in music and literature
with the 80's proving to be “very
hot”.
She closed the show with Cris Wil
liamson’s "Waterfall’’ and “Some
where Over the Rainbow”, comment
ing that Judy Garland was very
stifled and would have had a very
different career if she was still alive.
The concert was successful on
several levels. The energy multiplied
ten-fold by the audience.
The
attempt to communicate with physi

cally impaired was exemplified by
the sight of a blind woman signing
the songs to a hearing impaired wo
man.
The pleasure on the faces of the
audience after the last 15 minute
standing ovation left no doubt that
all were touched.
“...anything that carries as much
power and influence as music must
be handled with care. ”
—Holly Near
"Paid My Dues” vol. 1 number 2

4 0 ’s Succeed In The 70’s

Homecoming Victory Celebrated
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
A l Pacino discovers what justice is all about.

‘And Justice...’ For All
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III

to represent his clients to the best of
his ability. He must represent them
A good movie could generally,
whether they arc guilty or not, and
and safely, be described as one that
still within his actions Find justice,
successfully relays its presentational
enabling him peace-in-mind.
It’s
goals to its audience, whether it’s to
this mental tug-of-war that acts as
entertain, educate, or inspire. But a
a vibrating base thoughout the film
great movie, standing over others of
as he plays the role of sympathetic
lawyer.
its kind, should intrinsically encom
pass the necessities of a good movie.
“Don’t you care? Don’t you even
It should continue by exciting and
care?!", cries out Pacino, clamoring
elevating the mind and imagination,
for human compassion, while at the
thus catipulting the imagination
same ime seeming to direct his out
past the limits of the film. Norman
cry towards the entire system of jus
Jewison’s "AND JUSTICE FOR
tice. But it’s his insurrections for the
ALL”, starring Al Pacino, is a great
aggrieved and attempts rectifing
movie!
which build the plot and cite the
conflict.
This movie is a dramatic illus
tration of law, lawyers, judges, and
Pacino is joined by the perform
the millions of lives they affect. It’s
ances of Jack Warden and John For
sad, distasteful, sometimes humor syte. Warden plays a gun-toting, or
ous, enlightening, and all too true to
der-keeping judge, side-whined by
life. Giving a microscopic examina
suicidal tendancies.
Forsyte is
tion of our judicial system, this
seemingly a more conservative judge;
film focuses in on the courtroom,
firm and to the letter of the law. But
and the back-hall wheeling and deal
he’s a hanging judge, the kind who
ing going on outside its doors.
would enforce capital punishment on
The movie presents a picture por a thieft. Both Warden Forsyte, as
traying three sides of lawyers. One,
well as the entire supporting cast, de
the prosecuter, rattles off legalities
liver strong performances.
But
with football-metaphors, and cares
there’s no doubt about it, this is an
only about winning. He explains to
Al Pacino movie. It style and texture
the jury the only way he can “score” compliment his exceptional acting
is with their help.
ability. His movement, voice, inter
On the tail-side is a defense attor
pretation, and compassion for this
ney, who realizes the bitter taste
role help to bring it to the level of
which can accompany winning. He
a definite Oscar-nominating performcompiles a case acquitting his mur
derous client on a technically. The
“And Justice For AH" opened last
client then goes out and commits
Friday and is now playing at the
two more murders.
North town 2, and at the Movies at
Pacino is inbetween. He’s a win
Woodland Mall This is a powerfully
ning lawyer, sworn, as all lawyers.
inspiring motion picture.

The cooling month of October is
marked with many celebrations and
events. The leaves have fulfilled their
promise of brightness and luster.
The children are awaiting its reward
ing end. And for most high schools
and colleges, it means “Homecom
ing” events.
Last week-end, the multi-purpose
room of the Campus Center became
the setting for VEGAS NITE and
BIG BAND NITE, taking place
Friday and Saturday night, respec
tively as Homecoming Weekend was
celebrated.
The most attended of the two was
Vagas Nite. The theme, of course,
was gambling. Era: 1940’s. Playing
chips, snacks and drinks were all
available free-of-charge, making the
Lakers waltz to victory (28-6) at Homecoming rout (photo by Bob Packard ).
evening absolutely costless and the
loosing much more bearable. Black Those ending with the most chips at
by the 1940's costumed waitresses.
Jack, Roulette, the Horse Race the evening’s end were awarded
Grand Valley, not to be outdone
Wheel, and Over & Under, were just prizes, while the loosers drowned
by popular Las Vegas hotels, hired
a few of the taunting games available. their sorrows in the mock-tails served professional comedians to entertain

(photo by Jafin S. Mtaast1.

the high-rollers. Gamblers exploded
in knee-slapping laughter detonated
by three jokesters from Detroit’s
Comedy Castle.
For Saturday night, following the
LAKERS victory, the multipurpose
room was converted from a room of
gambling, comedy, and drink, to a
hall of music, dance, and elegance.
The bright smoking lights previously
used for the purpose of illumination,
were dimmed, and now caressed the
room with a romantic glow. Women
adorned in exquiste semi-forwal wear
and men with equally impressive ■
attire enjoyed an evening of Big Band
music, featuring the Ken-Lewis band.
Although both evenings were
successful in providing an atmos
phere for fun, both events suffered
from poor attcndencc.
Grand Valley’s celebration of the
cool, creepy month of October con
cluded this week with a Halloween
party in the CC multi-purpose room,
giving it still another style and the
students yet another entertaining
event.
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M cCom bs’ Prints Exhibit Impressive
by Bob Vance

T h « " llM k and slippery" Plymouth Horizon T C 3 (photo by John S. Wanat).

Plymouth Horizon Shines
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry l!I
The 1980 car season has begun.
The auto companies have started
their engines and are roaring up for
what promises to be a highly com
petitive year. The rising cost of
gas has made a considerable differ
ence in the style, size, and capabil
ities of this year’s models. 1979
presented a huge success for the
small car, dragging the American
auto companies through a decline
in sales, while enlightening foreign
car makers with record high sales.
In a series of indepth anicles we’ll
take a closer look for the ”80’’
season, seeing what changes in style,
size, mileage, and price they offer.
No secret to the public is the
financial predicament and instability
of the Chrysler/Plymouth Corpora
tion.
Primarily known for their
bigger, luxurious, autos, Chrysler has
realized the importance of backing
an attractable and affordable small
car.
T hat’s why this year you’ll
see heavily televised advertising for
their Plymouth Horizon TC3.
“Sleek and slippery ”, is their
description of the TC3, “A design
right on target with today’s pace. A
smooth look gliding its way to good
fuel economy.” But skidding past

‘Ju st a

the grease rhetoric, plainly, it’s a
sports car, sharp but not too expen
sive. It’s considered to be the alterego of the small fanily car, Horizon
Four Door. Its front wheel drive,
rack-and-pinion steering and inde
pendent front suspension adds dcsirabilty to the practical dirver.
The sports car feeling of the TC3
isn’t really appreciated until i t ’s in
spected from the inside, where you
can see the many gauges on the in
strument cluster. Standard-an AM/
FM radio, electric rear window
defroster, tinted glass, and cut-pile
carpeting. It has a 1.7 liter engine,
and provides 33.9 cubic feet of lug
gage capacity...and of course options.
For the 4 speed TC3 the price would
be approximately $5,600 (not in
cluding destination charges).
The listed annual cost is $587,
based on 23 MPG, 15,000 miles per
year, and $.90/gal.
Whether or not this will be the
car that stabilizes Chrysler can only
be predicted after closer inspection
of what the other companies plans
to give its strongest financial backing.
But one thing for sure this year, the
American automobile companies will
not let the foreign car makers reign
without a fight.

Upstairs in the Campus Center
Art Gallery there is now an exhibit
of prints done by the local artist,
Bruce McCombs. McCombs resides
in Holland and has a resume (five
pages or more of lists of schools and
cross-country showings) that is as
impressive as the work itself.
The exhibit includes about 25
zinc-place prints, all of which mea
sure about two feet by three feet.
What might first convince the viewer
that this work is very nearly topnotch is the amount of detail that
has gone into each one-detail that
is not an easy thing to accomplish
while scratching images into a
sheet of zinc-plated metal.
The majority of the works, at
first glance, appears to be render
ings of early twentieth century
American life. That is, McCombs’
work appears to simply depict of
street corners, homes, old vintagemodel cars and airplanes. The key
that provides the viewer with a
greater understanding toward what
Mr. McCombs is actually trying to
do seems to lie, most outwardly, in
a piece he has called "August 18,
1904”. A quick look at this partic
Bruce McCombs' "Albatross", one of many C C A rt Gallery prints.
ular print might make one think that
people, have shapes that are non
it is with a wry and cynical sense
it is merely a picture of a run-of-thcproportional, and well . . . ugly.
mill, tum-of-thc-ccntury family gath of humor that McCombs depicts
After viewing this particular piece,
these folks. The figures are very
ered in front of their Victorian
one’s attitude toward the rest of the
verandaed home for an annual snap nearly grotesque in likeness. The
children have the features of old
exhibit might be subject to quite
shot. But a closer look reveals that

STUDENTS FOR A LIBERTARIAN
SOCIETY. Stop the draft. Promote
civil liberties, ecomonic freedom, and
a non-interventionist foreign policy.
Help start a local chapter. Call Eric
in Detroit. (313)898-3616.

The TJC Showcase, held every
Thursday in the TJC Commons, was
started up so that TJC students could
have a place to demonstrate their tal
ents and be entertaining.
Last
Thursday
Jerry
Ann
Ansbough, a senior at TJC, was
scheduled to perform. The bulletin
announcing her was titled “Just a
Little”, and that is exactly what she
did. Her 15 minute act consisted of
poetry, singing and sharing, ( 2 gos
pel songs sung acappela, 2 poems
not written by her, and a little
talk about TJC and Haiti).
Her singing voice was alright, but

eye contact was slight. There was an
uneasy feeling that the few who were
listening were all praying that she
would hit the correct notes-for her
sake. She was supposed to have
accompaniment, but didn’t.
The group on hand to watch was
about as large as her act was long.
The audience wasquiet and most pol
ite and gave her sugary compliments
afterwards. But the show, if there
was a show, was poorly prepared
and not entertaining.
Next week’s showcase features
Lou Yeidel and Guitar, singing songs
new and used, November 1 at 4:00
p. m. in the TJC Commons.

Jazz and Poetry Appears
GVSC’s Office of Minority Affairs
presents: Just Jazz and Poetry, Sun
day November 4th from 7:00 p. m.
until 10:00 p. m. at the Louis Arm
strong Theater. Smitty and the New
World Poets, the Pla-House Com
munity Jazz Ensemble, and a very
special guest will be featured. Admis
sion is free!!

Immediately following Just Jazz
and Poetry, there will be a disco
dance held at the Campus Center’s
Multi-Purpose Room, featuring the
sounds of Darly K. the Master Blast
er! The time is from 10:00p. m. til
1:00 a. m. Donations will be $1.00
at the door, and all proceeds go to
Minority Affairs.

Please
support our advertisers.
They support our paper!

Work Study Job Openings:

JOBS

Criminal justice Majors
Opportunity in research and planning
for pretrial services at an agency
in Muskegon

This week’s job opportunities in
clude:

Recreation Aides needed at agen
cies in Muskegon and Zeeland

Openings in General accounting ®
$4.00 per hour
Telephone Loan offices ® $3.60
per hour
Receptionist ® $3.84 per hour (AM)

Clerical openings in Holland, Jcnison,
Muskegon, South Grand Rapids,
Zeeland.
Pay rates vary and are
all above minimum wage

L i t t l e ’Performance

by Pat Kay

classifieds

JOBS

JOBS

Cashiers and stock persons needed in
Comstock Park. Start at $3.50/hr.
Waitresses, cooks, pizza makers need
ed in Grandvillc. Wages depending on
experience. Hours are flexible.
Interested in a fast paced job in a
publication office? Journalism back
ground helpful but not necessary.
People to work in food service is in
highest demand at present. Wages,
hours, and location vary. There are
over 20 openings in Kent & Ottawa
Counties.
We’re having a boom 4
We’re having a boom on sales related
openings ranging:
Agricultural equipment
Photo equipment
Clothing
Beverages
Interested?!?! Contact Steve Tagg or
Michelle Bridges at Seidman House

Human Services
Positions as program aides in group
homes or as aides in recreation pro
grams in Grand Rapids, Holland,
Grand Haven, and near Allendale.
Good for Soc/Psych majors or per
sons w/ interest in general human
service

Outside labor
Pleasant work setting in Zeeland for
Parks Dept. $4.00 per hour
Meteorology Technician Aide
Outstanding
opportunity
for
Environmental Sciences Major in
southeastern Grand Rapids working
with weather information $4.00 per
hour
If interested in your eligibility for
any of the above jobs, contact
Sheila Klemm at the Student Em
ployment Office in Seidman I louse
(ext. 238)

a change, as that kind of pointed
humor flows through nearly all
McCombs work.
The material
ovcrindulgcnce and the stiffness of
Victorianism is explored anil poked
at in unrelenting but very subtle de
tail.
In "Albatross”, an aerial view of
an old model airplane and landscape
below shows an influence from
F.shcr in the detail used. The way
McCombs uses a fish-eye lense effect
that creates an interesting piece of
work, which follows through, them
atically in several other prints of old
automobiles and airplanes.
Perhaps “Telephone Booth” is the
most serious piece in the show. It
happens to be an earlier work, done
while the artist was still in graduate
school. It is less realisticly done than
the majority of the other works, and
it is probably one of the most suc
cessful in an exhibit that is successful
already.
The only dissatisfying aspect of
the show is lighting. Apparently
the ceiling fixtures, used to light
many of the prints, cost I Oil dollars
apiece, and, as nice as they may lie,
their light clashes disturbingly with
the light that comes down through
the skylights that run along the
west wall of the room.
The McCombs exhibit will be
shown through November 9th and is
well worth even a betwecn-elass
visit.

FOR SALEI
Yashica frii 35mm
camera. Good condition. Including
case, lens head, 1A filter. S150.
Linda 895-4053
Addressers Wanted IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - - no experience ncccessary - - excellent pay. Write Amer
ican Service, 8350 Park lame. Suite
127, !>alla», TX 75231
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
Send $1.00 for your 306 - page cata
log of collegiate research. 10,250
topics listed. Box 2 5097 G, Los
Angeles, California, 90025 (213)
477-8226.
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Laker Sidelines

Sports

Lanthorn

With
Steve Serulla
Grand Valley’s football coach, Jim Harkema, has gone through a trying
season at Grand Valley in I979 after a great year in I978. The 1979 team
was expected to return to the play-offs and give Grand Valley another shot
at a national championship. The Lanthorn was able to corral the always
busy Harkema and get this exclusive interview.
l^anthorn How did it come to be that you were recruited to coach at
Grand Valley?
Harkema: I heard about the opening at Grand Valley and contacted Don
Dufek who was the Athletic Director at GV at the time. I was just one of
the people who interviewed for the position and I guess they felt my past
experience fit in with what they were looking for in a coach.
Lanthorn What was your coaching background before coming to Grand
Valley?
Harkema. I think the background that was important for the job here is
that they had a progTam which was very young and I had started a new
program at Triton Junior College previously and it had become successful
within two years. All of the other jobs that I have had in coaching high
school, were at schools which had never won before or they had some
particular type of problems. All of my background lent itself to being in
the situation where the programs were down and they wanted to get back
up. Plus, I had just come from being an assistant at Northern Illinois,
NCAA Division I school, and Grand Valley felt that because of that job, I
knew how to recruit.
Lantborn:
Your first victory at
Grand Valley was a significant one
for many reasons. Tell us about it!

Harkema: It happened to be against
Kalamazoo College in 1973 and that
was my alma-mater. It was a big win
for me and for the players because
they had never won a game and had
lost two years in a row to Kalamazoo
College. It was the opening game of
the 1973 season and it was at home.
Lanthorn: What victores stand out most in your coaching career at
Grand Valley?
Harkema: The ones that stand out for me personally arc the Wayne StateGame in 1976. We won 3-0, after being embarrassed the week before by
Northwood 40-14, and the players came back to knock WSU out of the
conference championship. The players had wanted to go to a bowl game,
but the loss to Northwood had prevented that. Yet, they were able to
come back the very next week and defeat a tough team. I would say our
victory over Northwood in 1977, 16-7, to avenge the loss from the year
before and defeat one of the finest coaches around, Jack Finn, was
another personal victory. The most important victories for the football
program were the win over Hillsdale College in 1974 because it was our
first big win over an established program, the victory over Northern
Michigan University in 1976, the victories over Wayne State in 1977 and
1978, and the victory over LaCrosse last year to get us into the semi-finals.
Lanthorn: Are you where you’d like
to be at this point in the 1979 sea
son?
Harkema: Thats an obvious NO! We,
as a team, felt we would be an out
standing football team this year. I
really feel we’re a pretty good team,
but considering what I had felt in
expectations for 1979, I would have
to say NO! We are making improve
ments, and if our team wins the next
two football games, I think it would
be one of the greatest achievements
of any team I've had at Grand Valley
because they arc coming from an
adverse situation. Everybody expect
ed them to win and they didn’t and
now they arc fighting back to have a
winning season. No other football
team at GV has had to do that.

Lakers Win Homecoming 28-6
by Steven M. Serulla

Grand Valley’s first scoring drive
began at the GV 47 and was aided by
a 23-yard Quinley to Michael Hearing
pass play. Just two plays later,
Quinley rolled right and hit wide
receiver Ted Donvillo with a sevenyard scoring pass. Jim I'lannigans
PAT was good and the l-akers led
7-6.
Just two minutes later, the lakers
struck again. Defensive lineman, Bill

q

LA K E R S

‘Home, Sweat Home’ should be
the moto of the Inker's football
team as Grand Valley returned home
last Saturday, after absorbing three
straight losses on the road, and de
feated Hillsdalo College 28-6 in front
of a homecoming crowd of 3,174
l-aker fans at Arcnd D. Lubbers
Stadium.
Grand Valley dominated the game
from start to finish and in the pro
cess upped their record to 3-4 on
the season and 1-2 in the Great lakes
Conference.
The Chargers were the first to
strike paydirt on a freak play. GV
tailback, Will Roach hobbled a pitchout from quarterback Dave Quinley
and it landed in the arms of Hillsdale
defensive tackle Ron Gladnick. Gladnick took off for the endzone and
the Chargers were up six-zip.
It looked like it might be another
long afternoon for the Laker fans,
but the lakers struck twice before
the first period ended and Grand
Valley was on its way to its first
victory in the month of October.
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Laker quarterback Dave Quinley (10), throws a pass to Michael Hearing (86) during first-half action of GV’s Home
coming game (photo by Bob Packard).
The Laker offense, led by Quinley
Rugenstein pounded on a Charger
Grand Valley added two thirdand Roach gained 431 yards.
fumble at the Hillsdale 18-yard line quarter touchdowns on Will Roach’s
and four plays later Grand Valley
Quinley connected on 15 of 24
10-yard and three-yard jaunts and
led 14-6 on fullback Tony Schmitt’s
the lakers coasted home with the passes for 200 yards and Roach car
ried the ball 25 times for 85 yards.
two-yard plunge.
victory.
Saturday, the lakers travel to
Northwood Institute to take on the
The second-quarter was scoreless
Grand Valley dominated all facets
and the Lakers entered the Locker- of the game, as they held the Charg Northmen in a Great Lakes Confer
ence clash.
rooms at half-time with the lead.
er’s to just 93 yards of total offense.

IM Football Championship
by Rhett Stuart
Eil Schrant snared a Steve Jones pass with only five plays remaining in the
game to give the Dirty Dozen a dramatic 7-6 comt-from-bchind victory over
the Mudflaps in last Thursday’s Intramural football championship game.
Jones then connected with Mike Gunlock for the extra point and eventual
margin of victory.
Things were not that easy for the Dozen for the first 3 quarters, however.
Steve Moore passed to Jim Porter on the last play of the first half to put the

Mudflaps ahead 6-0 at halftime, thus forcing the Dozen to play catch-up
throughout the second half.
But catch they did, and for the second year in a row, the Dirty Dozen
reigns as IM football champions.
Elsewhere on the campus recreation scene, there arc still openings for next
week’s IM badminton tournament. Entries must be in by November 8.
Also, don’t forget the Turkey Trot, coming November 15. Better start
getting in shape.

Cross Country Squad

Laker of the Week

Places Second
At Siena Hts.

Lantborn: What about next year?
Harkema: I think our football program is on sound ground. We'll be one
of the powers in the conference and we’ll have key offensive and defensive
performers back next year.

Lanthorn
What arc your feelings
about playing NCAA Division I
schools at this time?

Harkema: I feel that it is something
that has to be completely rc-cvaluated and a decision must be made. The
players and I both enjoy it, but we
may have to be more realistic about
our situation, too.

Lantborn: You've been at Grand Valley for seven seasons. Is there any
thing else you’d like to accomplish at Grand Valley and any comment
relative to your future here?
Harkema: I would like to see a development of the football program
relative to the coaching staff and see us nave a larger on-campus staff.
Also, we would like to get back to the play-offs and sec if we'd have a
chance to win the national championship. My future at Grand Valley
ia related to my personal philosophy of always wanting to be with an
isistitution that wants to run a first class program. With our new stadium.
I feel that the college wants to continue a first class program.
(CoMh Harkema action photos by D m PoH and John Wanat)

by Denise Doty
The Grand Valley Harriers put
out a fine performance Saturday at
the Siena Heights Invitational, fin
ishing in second place with a score
of 55 points, just behind Oakland
University which won the invita
tional with a score of 53 points.
Other team scores were Rose
Hulman of Indiana in third with 114,
Spring Arbor 139, Siena Heights
161, Ashland of Ohio 169 and the
University of Detroit 184.
The top Laker runner was Glen
Bradley, placing fourth with a time
of 26:58. Right behind Bradley was
Ken Graft in fifth place with a time
of 26:59. Other Laker runners were
Greg Hyde in fourteenth place,
Fred Geary in fifteenth and Dean
Bagalcy in seventeenth.
Coach dinger said, “the runners
arc continuing to give excellent per
formances. It was a very close race
with Oakland for the first place
honors. ”
‘‘This is the best cross-country
team Grand Valley has ever had.
With Ken Graft being our oniv re
turning letterman, we have had an
outstanding season to date.”
The Harriers will be traveling
to Aquinas College Saturday to
compete in the NA1A District 23
championship

Karin Holmes, a sophomore from
Ludington, has been chosen this
weeks laker of the Week by the
Lantborn Sports Staff for her per
formance last Saturday in the Great
lakes Conference Tennis Champion
ships.
Holmes defeated Jody Woldszynski of Oakland University, 6-1, 3-6,
7-5, in the number four singles spot,
to mark the first time in five years
GVSC has had a champion. She
carried a 9-5 record into the tourna
ment and was the lakers’ top win
ner.
In the first round. Holmes defeat
ed Kelly Simmons from Lake Super
ior, then beat number one seed,
Robin Teeles from Wayne State
I'nivcrsity, before stomping WoldszynshL

“ I figured if I could get by Wayne
State, then 1 would have a chance at
the championship," said Holmes.
Holmes was moved to the number
four spot this season, and set a goal
for herself at the beginning of the
year to capture the number four
singles flight. She indeed accomplish
ed that goal.
Holmes is a proud, superstitous
athlete. “I win only if I am chewing
gum and if the clasp on my neck
lace is touching the pendant,"she
said with a grin. Her hjgh school
coach gave her the initialed necklace
for a hjgh school graduation prelent.

Karin Holmes, l-antbum T Laker of the Week, demonstrates the form the «•—<
to win the GLJAC tennis championships in the number four oiglw q m
(photo by Dove Foil).
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Claim Two Titles

This Week With the Lakers

Volleyball Team Wins
by Suzanne Joseph

Lakers Finish Fourth
In Tournament
by Denise Doty
The women’s tennis team contin
ued it’s winning ways last Thursday
afternoon by defeating Oakland Uni
versity for the first time this year by
a score of 5-4 at the Ramblcwood
tennis facility.
Winning Individual matches for
the Lakers were Patty Dickinson in
the number one singles 10-1, Karin
Holmes in the number four singles
10-5, and Debbie Posthumas in the
number five singles 10-6.
In doubles play, the number one
team of Dickinson and Holmes
won 10-5 and the number three team
of Debbie Posthumas and Tammy
Jones defeated their opponents 10-7.
The netters wrapped up their sea
son last Saturday at Hillsdale taking
home a fourth place finish with a
total of 8 points in GLIAC tourna
ment play.
Other team scores in the tourna
ment were Oakland 15 and Wayne
State 15 tied for first place and
Hillsdale College, third with 13.
Ferris State College had 3, Lake Su
perior State College 2, and Northwood Institute 2.

Grand Valley players were said to
be the “spoilers of the tournament.”
According to coach Dickinson, “four
of our players had to go up against
the number one seeded players,
which caused upsets throughout the
whole tournament.”
Grand Valley came home with
two championships; Karin Holmes
won the number four singles title
with scores of 6-1, 3-6, 7-5, and the
number two doubles team of Mary
Arens and Karen Johnson won with
scores of 5-7, 6-3, 7-6.
Dickinson commented on his
teams performance saying, “ I’m very
pleased with the way the team per
formed in the conference tourna
ment. Coaches for the opposing
teams commented that our team
seemed to be the best prepared
squad for Championship compe
tition.”
The women’s tennis team
ended its season with a winning re
cord of 8-6 for the year, its best
season since 1973.
The women will be back in action
in the spring, with co-ed practices
and combined matches being held.
Dickinson said, “ Next year we
should have a full spring schedule.”

It’s tournament time for Grand
vollrvhall ream as loan
Boand prepares her squad for the
Can-Am Tournament in Winsor, On
tario, this weekend.
Boand uses the Can-Am Tourna
ment to prepare her players for the
kind of competition they will be up
against at the State of Michigan
Tournament November 9-10.
Last week, the Lakers had their
best week all season as they defeated
Ferris State, Adrian College, and
Calvin College twice, while dropping
two matches to Central Michigan
University.
On Tuesday, Grand Valley defeat
ed Ferris for the second time this
season (15-2, 15-12), and fell to Cen
tral Michigan (15-4, 15-11. 15-2), as
the Chippcwas used a faster offense.
The following night, the Lakers
defeated both Calvin (15-8, 15-12),
and Adrian (9-1 5,15-6, 15-10).
“ It felt good to win three matches
in two nights," said Boand. “We had
to play up to beat Adrian. We intim
idated them at the net.”
Grand Valley defeated Calvin
once again on Saturday (15-2, 13-15,
15-12), but got crushed by Central
(15-7,15-0).
Boand stuck up for her players,
“The score says CMU blew us off the
court, but they didn’t. They blew us
off the court Tuesday, but not Sat
urday.
The score doesn't indicate
how we played, we had some rallies,
but their hard serves caused us to
lose our ability to pass the ball
well,” Boand added.

Stickers G et Stuck

Friday

Field Hockey
Volleyball

GVSC at State Tournament at Northern Michigan
GVSC at Can-Am Tournament at Winsor, Ontario

Saturday

Field Hockey
Volleyball
Cross-Country
Soccer
G.V. Marathon
Football
$
Track

GVSC at State Tournament at Northern Michigan
GVSC at Can-Am Tournament at Winsor, Ontario
GVSC at NAIA District 23 Championships at Aquinas College
Northwood at GVSC
at Grand Valley
GVSC at Northwood

Monday

11:00 a.m.
11.30 a.m.
noon
1:30 p.m.
315 p.m.

Meeting at Fieldhousc, room 16

Soccer Team Still W inless
by Rhctt Stuart
If only soccer games were ended
after 45 minutes of play rather than
90. What if there were no halftime
and the game went straight through
without a break?
These have to be the kind of
thoughts being tossed around the
GVSC soccer team's locker room
nowadays.
The Lakers kickers
simply have not been a second half
team.
If games were over after only 45
minutes (one half), the Lakers would
be 3-4 on die year, pretty darn re
spectable considering their competi
tion, but alas, they are toiling
through a winless 0-6-1 slate. Where
do they go for the second half?
Whatever the answer, they’d bet
ter find it before this weekend is
over. Grand Valley has only 2 more

games, one today at 4:00 p.m. with
Michigan State, and the season fin
ale against Northwood Institute on
Saturday at 11:00 a.m. Both games
are at home.
One bright spot for the Lakers has
been newcomer Steve Jones. Al
though a senior, Jones decided only
this Fall to come out for the team.
After working out first with the de
fense, coach Antonio lierrerra decid
ed he had enough able-bodied defen
ders and shifted Jones to the forward
line to take advantage of the latter’s
speed.
Jonesy, as he is known to team
mates and friends, has responded
with no less than 5 goals in the last
4 games.
Two of those came in the Laker's
2-2 tic with Grace Bible College 2
weeks ago, the closet the GVSC men
have come to victory all season.

Do You Remember?

Jones again provided all of the
Grand Valley scoring punch in a
rematch against Hope College. Look
ing to avenge a 2-1 defeat dropped
on them earlier in the season, Grand
Valley took a 1-0 lead into the se
cond half before collapsing and fin
ally losing 4-2.
Grace Bible College was next,
both teams eager to find out who
was best as that question remained
unanswered after their tie a week
previous. This time, the game was
played on Laker soil.
Maybe it shouldn’t have been.
Grace overcame a 1-0 deficit to
naii the Lakers 2-1, the game being
played in a virtual quagmire.
Things were no better last Satur
day.
Ferris State came to Allendale to
carry on their grudge match with
the Lakers. This time they ham
mered the home team 4-0, the se
cond time this year the Lakers have
been shut out.

money saving coupon
November 4, 1972 —Cross-country runner Jim Darcy, sophomore from
Ravenna, led the GVSC team to a sixth place finish at the NAIA District
23 Championships, by placing ninth.

by Suzanne Joseph
Ann Rancourt has never had a
winning season in field hockey at
Grand Valley. F,ach year is “the year
we’re going to do it.” Last season,
the squad finished 5-6-1, just missing
the .500 mark.
Well, this year it looked like they
were going to do it. Last week, the
stickers had five wins and three losses
after eight games. Then they lost
three straight games, all shutouts, to
lower their overall record to 5-6.
Things were still looking good on
October 23, when the Lakers de
feated Adrian, 2-1, under the worst
conditions all season due to pouring
rain.
Although the Lakers won,
Rancourt was not pleased with her
squad’s performance.
“We should have had more goals,
and Adrian’s goal shouldn’t have
scored. We didn’t take advantage of
the situation. Both teams had to
play under the same field conditions,
so we can’t use that as an excuse.”
Marti Driza scored her third goal
of the season five minutes into the
first half. Adrian tied the game at
one apiece six minutes into the
second half before Marie Hyde broke
the tie with only six minutes left on
the clock, giving Grand Valley a re
spectable 5-3 record.
Then the bad luck came, starting
with Western the next day. The
Broncoscame io Allendale with a 9-5
record, and a team comparable to
Grand Valley’s.
The score was 0-0 at the half, then
the Broncos substituted Miry Cavan
augh who scored the only goal of the
game to give Western a 1-0 victory.

November 2, 1974- Larry Reed, GV defensive standout, is named Laker of
the Week for his performance in Grand Valley’s tough 14-13 loss to GLIAC
rival Northwood Institute. He was credited with 13 tackles and on one of
them he forced a Northmen fumble.
November 2, 1976-Grand Valley looses 40-14 to Northwood Institute,
however, Laker end Tim O'Callaghan has a fine afternoon setting a GV
record of six receptions for the game. O ’Callaghan’s record is even greater
as he snared all six of them in the fourth-quarter.

Grand Valley
State College
admission $1.00
must have I.D.
11-9-79 only

November 2, 1976-Laker fullback Jamie Hosford now ranks among the
top ten All-t.me Michigan collegiate rushers, as the Grand Rapids Creston
High School graduate has rushed for 1,013 yards this season to give him
2,857 career yards rushing.

Cheerleaders?

Sophomore Joyce Irick shows the skills Coach A n n Rancourt taught her,

FALL SCHEDULE 1979

Attention guys and gals: Now is
the time to demonstrate your sup
port for the Grand Valley Lakers:
become a member of the cheerleading squad for the 1979-1980
basketball season. Practice sessions
will be held on Oct. 30, Nov. 1, 6,
St 8, from 4 - 6 p.m. in the gymnas
tics room of the field house. Final
try-outs for the squad will be held
on Tuesday, Nov. 13 at 4:30 p.m.

M ON DAY
“Monday Niter'* Club"

8 10:30 pm —Only $1 00 Admission
'/i Price with Club Card
TU ESD A Y

51 M onroe M all
2 0 1 9 S. Division
3 1 5 0 P lainfield N .E .
15 33 W ealthy St. S .E .
2 8 8 3 S. W ilson, G ra nd ville

during a recent field hockey game (photo by C. E. Heveker).

“Every time we win from now on,
it’s going to take an all-out effort.
Earlier in the season, we could get
away with playing bad. This last part
of the season is really tough, because
we’re playing some good teams. If
we don’t play good field hockey,
we’re not going to win,” Rancourt
claimed.
Saturday wasn’t a good day for
Grand Valley either, as they dropped
one game to Calvin (1-0), and anoth
er to Albion (2-0).

To come up witn the desired win
ning season, the team cannot afford
to play bad and expect to win. “If
they play using the skills I taught
them, we can win. We’re not aggres
sive enough on the ball. We have to
make up for lack of skill with
hustle," said Rancourt.

jogging

The Lakers travel to Northern
Michigan University this weekend
for the State of Michigan Tourna
ment.

swimming

or see Ron Clark in the Fieldhousc

10 12 Noon —Only $1 50 Admission
Free Coffee - Includes Skates'
“Cheap Skate"

4 6 pm —Only $1 00 Admission
Soul & Disco Music
7-10 pm - Only $2 00 Admission
Disco Rock & Top 40
7-10 pm - Only $2 00 Admission
FR ID A Y
“FABULOUS FRIDAY"
D ISC O -S K A TIN G PARTY

To W e s tY M C A
402 W. Leonard st.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504
Phone: 458-1141 ext. 50
cost —$22.00
(6-month student special)

W EDNESDAY
Adult Skate

TH UR SD A Y
Disco Dance

Special Student Memberships

sauna

Private Parties
Call 531 4301 for info

8 12 Mid. —Only $2.25 Admission.
-Pay ONE price ALL niteDon’t forget "BUCK N1TES"
volleyball

"Mldnlte Soul"

basketball

12 Midnlte 3:30 am - Only $2 00 Admission
Ladles Always V4Price!

weightlifting

S oul & Disco Music

SATU RD A Y
“Kid's Fun Time"

10 12 Noon - Only $1.50 Admission
Skates Included
Parents A dm itted Free'

Lessons

Group Lessons 12 1 pm —Only $1.25
Private Lessons Available
Call 531 4301
‘'Saturday Matinee "
1- 4 pm - Only $1.75 Admission
Lesson & Matinee —Only $3.00
“SUPER SATURDAY NITE“
Disco Skating Party
8-12 Mid —Only $2.25 Admission
BEST DISCO MUSIC. LITES AND
SOUND ROUND!
—Pay ONE price ALL nlteSUNDAY
“Family Matinee"
2- 5 pm —Only $2.00 Admission
Come As A Family Mom and Dad Admitted Free!

-Sunday Saul Nlte“
8-1 1 3 0 pm - Only $2.50 Admission
Contest Weakly For Bast Dressers & Skaters

Soul & Disco Muuc

W YOM ING
4500 C L Y D E P A R K

531-4301

i
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DIAMONDS
COLLEGE RINGS
AND
THINGS

Bring this
ad in for
a special
discount
on diamonds

STORES IN HOLLAND,
GRAND
RAPIDS
AND
MUSKEGON-CLOSE
TO
YOU.............

Discount Paraphernalia?

YES
send for your free catalog
order in your own privacy
If order exceeds $10.00, we pay shipping and handling.
Pik-A-Pipe Inc.
PO Box 2407
Grand Rapids, Mi. 49501

Book Store
corner of Lake Dr. & Robinson Rd.

S cie n ce Fiction, Baseball
Cards. Com ic books,
|Old Books, Paperbacks,
M agazines.
I .

Mon-Sa, 11:30-6:00

| tel. 454-0111 Tues

11 3 0 - 9 00

